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Error Report 1719

In evaluating Title Codes for possible appointment selection for staff rosters, PPP670 is supposed to only select former APS Title Codes when the effective month is October (Run Specification Record effective date month 10). For any other effective date month, only non-former APS Title Codes should be selected.

The code that evaluates Title Code data to determine if it is a former APS Title Code was moved from PPP670 to the Title Code table utility program PPTCTUTL in release 1304. Unfortunately, the modified code remaining in PPP670 which evaluated the returned results from PPTCTUTL executed successfully only when former APS Title Codes were to be selected. When non-former APS Title Codes were to be selected, i.e., the effective month was not 10, all appointments were bypassed.

Programs

PPP670
PPP670 produces various rosters for merit evaluation. Its logic for handling former APS Title Codes has been corrected so that only former APS Title Codes are accepted when the requested effective month is October, and non-former APS Title Codes are accepted when the month is not October. The latter was not occurring in the previous version.

Test Plan

At UCOP a before and after test was performed.
1. The TCT was evaluated to identify Title Codes that qualified as “former APS”. The Title Codes either had TCI-HEALTH_FLAG = 'Y' or TSL_RATE_LOOKUP_CODE = 'S'. Next Salary Review flags and dates (NEXT_SAL_REV and NEXT_SALREV_DATE on the PPPPER table) were modified to ensure that they would be selected in the PPP670 staff roster.

2. The EDB was loaded using the release UDB2EDB.

3. The CTL was loaded using the release UDB2CTL. This contains Title Code data relevant to the test results.

4. The previous version of PPP670 was run requesting a staff roster with an 0102 effective date (MMYY). The PPP6701 report showed that 346 EDB rows were read but that none were selected. Message 67-070 NO EMPLOYEES WERE SELECTED, PROCESSING TERMINATED was issued. The PPP6702 report was not printed. This is incorrect.

5. PPP670 was rerun, this time changing the effective month to 10. This time the PPP6701 report showed that 70 staff employees were selected. The PPP6702 report displayed the detail for those employees. The Title Codes were former APS Title Codes, per the TCT title code data.

6. The release version of PPP670 was installed.

7. PPP670 was rerun. This time the PPP6701 report showed that 118 staff employees were selected. The PPP6702 report displayed the detail for those employees. The Title Codes were not former APS Title Codes, per the TCT title code data.

8. PPP670 was rerun, this time changing the effective month to 10. This time the PPP6701 report showed that 70 staff employees were selected. The PPP6702 report displayed the detail for those employees. The Title Codes were former APS Title Codes, per the TCT title code data. The modification has not damaged this selection logic.

The modified version of PPP670 was also tested for a January effective date against live production data at one campus with successful results.

**Installation Instructions**

1. DB2 pre-compile, compile and link Batch programPPP670 into batch LOADLIB.
2. Bind the plan for PPP670.

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is Urgent. Any campus using PPP670 to produce rosters for an effective month other than October needs to install this modification to obtain any roster results.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Phil.Thompson@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0468.
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